Armen Donelian
A pianist with a crystalline touch, but a penchant for avant gardism. - New York Times.

Marc Mommaas
A gifter tenor saxophonist, ... and a writer of intricate and pleasingly unpredictable tunes.
- Jazz Times.

guest Jean-Michel Pilc
Always a busy performer, Jean-Michel has been very active as a leader, performing mainly solo and trio, and touring many places including Japan, Taiwan, Europe, USA and Canada. He has also been in high demand as a co-leader and sideman, participating in numerous projects over the world. Jean-Michel Pilc is a professor at the McGill University in Montreal.

and the musicians | participants of the 2018 Hudson Jazz Workshop

4pm - 4:30pm: Pre-concert artists’ talk, open for public.
4:30pm - 6:30pm: Concert.
Location: 327 Warren Street, Hudson, NY. Concert Info: (518) 822-1438

For more information: www.hudsonjazzworks.org

In collaboration with: MANHATTAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, the CONSERVATORY OF AMSTERDAM, CCNY, the RHYTHMIC CONSERVATORY OF COPENHAGEN, the NEW SCHOOL and WILLIAM PATTERSON UNIVERSITY.
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